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Resonant Andreev reflections in superconductor–carbon-nanotube devices
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Resonant Andreev reflection through superconductor-carbon-nanotube devices was investigated theoretically
with a focus on the superconducting proximity effect. Consistent with a recent experiment, we find that for
on-resonance high-transparency devices, the Andreev current is characterized by a large value and a resistance
dip; low-transparency off-resonance devices give the opposite result. We also give evidence that the observed
low-temperature transport anomaly may be a natural result of the Andreev reflection process.
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The field of carbon nanotube research has recently ent
a new phase with the fabrication of hybrid device structur
in which carbon nanotubes are contacted electrically w
other materials.1–4 This is a crucial step, as a carbo
nanotube-based microelectronics is only possible when fi
nanotubes can be efficiently fabricated and coupled to ex
nal leads. Examples of such hybrid devices inclu
nanotube-based magnetic tunnel junctions,1 nanotube
heterostructure,2 and superconducting junctions.3,4 These
systems not only have significant application potential
their own right, but also provide an important testing grou
for fundamental physics at the nanometer length scale
particular interest is the important role played by the el
tronic structure in determining the transport properties
nanotube devices.

In this paper we report a theoretical analysis of a hyb
superconductor-nanotube junction that has been the su
of a recent experimental study.4 The experimental device
consists of a single-wall metallic carbon nanotube~SWNT!
bridging two superconducting electrodes. By tuning t
transparency of the device,4 clear signals of Andreev
reflections5 were detected via changes in the subgap re
tance at a temperature ofT54.2 K, while other transpor
anomalies were observed at lowerT. To date, there have
been many theoretical and experimental studies of nor
metal (N)/superconductor (S) interfaces on a mesoscop
scale.6–19 However, no such analysis exists for molecu
devices where the specific molecular orbitals play a imp
tant role. By combining standard nonequilibrium Green
function techniques9–11 ~NEGF! with a tight-binding model
~TB! for the SWNT, we have analyzed quantum transp
properties of SWNT-S junctions. Our results are consiste
with the experimental data.4

Although the experimental device consisted oftwo
SWNT-S junctions, the data indicates that each of the
junctions acts independently.4 Hence, we focus here on th
somewhat simpler problem of aN-SWNT-S system, leaving
an analysis of the multiple Andreev reflections of
S-SWNT-S system for the future. Our theory proceeds
combining the NEGF with a standard TB model for t
SWNT20 such that the coupling of the nanotube to theN
~left! and S ~right! leads are included via their appropria
self-energies. By iterating the equation of motion21 ~and we
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refer interested readers to Ref. 11 for the standard but ted
algebra11!, the electric current flowing through the device
found to have two contributions: i.e.,I 5I A1I 1. The An-
dreev currentI A , or subgap contribution, is given by (\
5e51):

I A5
1

pE dE@ f L~E2V!2 f L~E1V!#TA~E!, ~1!

where f L,R denote the Fermi functions of the left and rig
leads, respectively,E denotes the electron energy, andV de-
notes the bias potential. The Andreev reflection probabi
TA(E) is given by

TA~E![Tr@GLG12~E!GLG12
† ~E!#, ~2!

whereGL,R are the appropriate linewidth functions descri
ing the coupling of the SWNT to the respective leads. H
G11 and G12 are the retarded Green’s functions10,11 of the
SWNT, which include the proper self-energies of the lea
These are evaluated by direct matrix inversion22 for tight-
binding Hamiltonians. The remaining contribution to the cu
rent is given by

I 15
1

pE dE Tr@T1~E!1T2~E!1T3~E!#

3@ f L~E2V!2 f R~E!#rR~E!, ~3!

where the density of states of theS lead is rR(E)
5uEu/AE22D2 for uEu.D, and zero otherwise, andD is the
gap energy of the superconductor. HereT1 ,T2 ,T3 are trans-
mission probabilities for different physical processes that
only nonzero whenuEu>D. Hence, these processes descr
excitations of the system. In particular,T15GLG11GRG11

†

gives the familiar tunneling current;T25GLG12GRG12
† de-

notes the branch-crossing process of Blonder-Tinkha
Klapwijk theory;23 and T352(D/uEu)@GLG11GRG12

† 1H.c.#
describes the Cooper pair formation~or annihilation! inside
the superconducting lead by an incoming electron~or hole!.
Clearly, at zero temperature when bias voltageuVu.D, all
the processes will contribute to current, while foruVu,D
only the Andreev currentI A is nonzero.
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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In our numerical calculations, we fixed the gap energy
D51.45 meV corresponding to that of Nb leads; the SWN
TB Hamiltonian is taken to be a nearest-neighborp-orbital
model with bond potentialVppp522.75 eV, which is
known to give a reasonable description of the electronic
transport properties of carbon nanotubes.20,24 We focus on
metallic nanotubes of finite lengthL. The proximity of the
nanotube to the superconductor is modeled through the
pling parameters GL,R , which are treated as inpu
parameters.25

The solid lines of Fig. 1 show the Andreev reflection c
efficientTA(E) for a metallic~5,5! SWNT device of length26

L533611519, and for a~9,0! zigzag SWNT device of
L549, with coupling parameterGL5GR5531023 a.u. ~1
a.u. energy is 13.6 eV!. It is clear that resonant transmissio
with TA(E)52.0, i.e., high device transparency, dominates
the transport atE50. This may be understood as follows.
is well known, that infinitely long armchair nanotubes ha
two states crossing the Fermi level atEF50. On the other
hand, a finite-length isolated armchair nanotube has a
between the two eigenstates nearEF , and this gap is mini-
mized for tube lengthL53n11 where n an integer.27,22

Therefore, when coupled to the device electrodes, which
adds a finite width to the levels, these nanotubes have
scattering states atEF giving rise to large transmission wit
TA52 as shown in Fig. 1. The largeTA for the zigzag tube is
also due to a resonance transmission through the nano
states at the Fermi level. The two other curves in Fig. 1 sh
results forasymmetriccouplings and will be discussed late
Thus, for aN-SWNT-S system, the device transparency
critically determined by quantum resonance phenomen
which is qualitatively different from the case of an infini

FIG. 1. Andreev reflection coefficientTA as a function of elec-
tron energyE. Main graph: for devices consisting of~5,5! SWNT
with lengthL519 unit cells. Inset: For~9,0! zigzag nanotube sys
tems. Other parameters are fixed as zero bias and zero gate
ages. Solid curve: GL5GR5531023; dotted curve: GL

5631023, GR5431023; dashed curve:GL5431023, GR

5631023. Here theG ’s are measured in a.u.
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SWNT. As expected, high-transparency devices have
largerTA , since more electrons arriving at the SWNT-S in-
terface increase the magnitude of the Andreev reflection p
cess.

Figures 2 and 3 show the current-voltage characterist
and the differential resistancedV/dI for high- and low-
transparency~5,5! SWNT devices, respectively. TheI -V
curves of Fig. 2 are qualitatively consistent with and quan
tatively close to the experimental data.4 It is clear that a
higher slope is observed for theI -V curves within the subgap
range for on-resonance devices~dashed curve!. This gives
rise to an asymmetric resistance dip near bias voltageV50
@see Fig. 3~a!# with the asymmetry due to the finite ga
voltageVg . This resistance dip is simply a reflection of th
high value ofTA for on-resonance devices~solid line, Fig. 1!.
The resistance dip has a value close toh/(234e2)53.2 kV,
which is precisely the expected value of Andreev reflect
processes in a SWNT-S junction with two transmitting
modes. The experimental data4 for two SWNT-S junctions
connected in series actually gives a value close to 5.7 KV,
which is not far from the expected value of 6.4 KV. This
difference is perhaps due to parallel connection of th
SWNT’s bridging the superconductor electrodes in the
perimental setup.4 When the device transparency is low, th
differential resistance displays a large peak atV50, as
shown in Fig. 3~b!. This is consistent both with theI -V curve
of the low-transparency device shown in Fig. 2 and the
perimental data.4

So far, the data presented have been for temperature
T54.2 K, so that features reflecting smaller energy sca
are completely washed out. However, at a lower tempera
of T52 K, the experimental data4 shows that a narrow pea

olt-

FIG. 2. I -V curves for theN-SWNT-S device at temperature 4.2
K. The SWNT is a~5,5! metallic tube with lengthL519 unit cells.
Solid curve is for a low-transparency device~off-resonance trans-
mission! with parametersGL5GR50.8 andVg50. Dashed curve is
for a high-transparency device~on-resonance transmission! with
GL5GR5531023 andVg50.6 mV. Inset:I -V curves~same units
as the main graph! for tubes withL517 and 18 unit cells withGL

5GR5531023 andVg50.6 mV.
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emerges in thedV/dI curves for zero bias, which is supe
imposed on the Andreev dip. Such anomalous behavior
previously been ascribed to the strong electron-electron
teractions characteristic of Luttinger liquids. Surprising
our analysis shows that these features emerge natural
lower temperatures, even within the context of a sing
electron theory as presented here. This is shown in Fig
which illustrates the emergence of a narrow peak out of
overall Andreev dip as the temperature is lowered.

We can trace this low-temperature anomaly to the ba
physical process which gives rise to the Andreev current.
demonstrate this, we neglect complications due to the
lecular structure of the nanotubes and assume that the
nant Andreev process is mediated by a single state at en
Eo,D, i.e., we ‘‘shrink’’ the nanotube to a simple quantu
well with a single level. This is qualitatively reasonable b
cause the subgap energy scale is set by gap energyD, which
is much smaller than the level spacing of the nanotube
study.28 Hence, we expect that only the two degenerate l
els at the Fermi energy will contribute appreciably to t
Andreev current. For this single-level case, the Green’s fu
tions are drastically simplified11 so that equivalently, familiar
scattering matrix theory can be applied.6 Near the resonance
the transmission amplitude in the normal state assumes
Breit-Wigner form,t(E)5 iAGLGR/(E2E01 iG/2), and the
reflection amplitude becomesr (E)512 iGR /(E2Eo

FIG. 3. Differential resistancedV/dI as a function of bias volt-
ageV. ~a! For high-transparency~on-resonance! device correspond-
ing to the dashed I-V curve of Fig. 2.~b! For low-transparency
~off-resonance! device corresponding to the solidI -V curve of Fig.
2. ~5,5! SWNT with lengthL519 unit cells are used.
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1iG/2), whereG[GL1GR is the total linewidth. For these
amplitudes, Eq.~2! takes on the Breit-Wigner form:

TA~E!5
GL

2GR
2

4@E22Eo
21GdG/4#21GL

2GR
21Eo

2@G21dG2#
,

~4!

wheredG[GL2GR . This result allows us to draw severa
conclusions. For simplicity, we set the level atEo50, to
obtain

TA~E!5
GL

2GR
2

4~E21GdG/4!21GL
2GR

2
. ~5!

These expressions reduce, exactly, to the result of scatte
matrix theory forN-Dot-S systems6 when we set29 E5E0
50. Equation~5! indicates that ifGL5GR so thatdG50,
then resonant Andreev reflection occurs atE50 with TA(E
50)51. On the other hand, ifGL.GR so thatdG.0, TA
takes on a maximum value atE50 but this maximum value
is less than 1. For nanotubes this situation is shown by
dotted lines of Fig. 1. Furthermore, ifGL,GR such thatdG
,0, TA is characterized by two resonant peaks withTA51
at energiesE656A2GdG/2. For nanotubes this behavior
shown by the dashed lines of Fig. 1. Hence, due to a s
between the electron and hole levels when the nanotube
contact with a superconducting lead, the Andreev coeffici
in the subgap region can display different behaviors. Wh
TA(E) displays a double peak, the Andreev currentI A shows
a resistance anomaly such that a small peak develops in
the overall dip at low temperatures. At higher temperatu
such as 4.2 K, the anomaly is smeared out, and hence
observable. One can also confirm that, qualitatively,
above conclusion holds for cases of nonzero gate voltag

FIG. 4. Differential resistancedV/dI for high-transparency de
vices at different temperatures. A peak emerges from the overal
as temperature is lowered.~a! For ~5,5! nanotube devices withL
519 unit cells.~b! For ~9,0! nanotubes withL549. Other param-
eters:Vg50.6 mV, GL5331023, GR5831023.
2-3
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The analysis presented so far has been for~5,5! nanotubes
with a length of L519 unit cells and ~9,0! zigzag
nanotubes26 with L549. However, we expect our results
be general for other metallic nanotubes and lengths. Prev
investigations showed22 that transport throughfinite armchair
nanotubes differ qualitatively from theinfinite length limit.
In particular, ifL53n11 wheren is an integer, the armchai
tube has large conductance due to the crossing of scatte
state energy levels at the Fermi energy. Other tube len
produce much smaller conductance due to a gap betwee
scattering states. The inset of Fig. 2 shows theI -V curve of
N-SWNT-S devices withL517 andL518: these devices
have very small currents because their device transpar
are drastically diminished by the energy gap between
scattering states of the SWNT. Experimentally, such an
ergy gap along with conductance oscillations on finite tu
have already been detected with scanning probes.30

In summary, we have investigated the subgap trans
properties ofN-SWNT-S systems and our results are cons
tent with a number of experimental observations. Spec
cally, the dependence of the Andreev current on the de
transparency, the behavior of the differential resistance in
subgap region, as well as the observed low-temperature
sistance anomaly may all be explained in terms of the pr
imity of the nanotubes with the superconducting lead. Th
are, however, still several issues which cannot be stud
within the context of our model. First, the experimental da4
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showed a sensitive gate voltage dependence at very low
peratures on the order of 40 mK, where the differential
sistance anomaly could be a peak or a dip depending on
value of the gate voltage. This behavior has been consid
as likely due to electron-electron interactions.4 Second, there
is experimental and theoretical evidence that nanotubes
have non-Fermi-liquid behavior.31,32 It will be of great inter-
est to investigate the situation of a non-Fermi-liquid mod
of nanotubes in contact with a superconductor to see if ot
finer features emerge. Another important problem is the
tailed atomic structural analysis of the nanotub
superconductor interface, which, to a large extent, cont
the interface transparency. Finally, although we do not
pect charge transfer to play a critical role in understand
the Andreev current for SWNT-S interfaces because of th
superconducting gap, a more complete investigation of
delicate effect will certainly enhance our understanding
quantum transport for nanoscale devices.
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